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Abstract 

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is characterized by profound impairments in social abilities and 

by restricted interests and repetitive behaviors.  Much work in the past decade has been 

dedicated to understanding the brain-bases of ASD, and in the context of resting-state 

functional connectivity fMRI in high-functioning adolescents and adults, the field has 

established a set of reliable findings: decreased cortico-cortical interactions among brain 

regions thought to be engaged in social processing, along with a simultaneous increase in 

thalamo-cortical and striato-cortical interactions.  However, few studies have attempted to 

manipulate these altered patterns, leading to the question of whether such patterns are 

actually causally involved in producing the corresponding behavioral impairments.  We discuss 

a few such recent attempts in the domains of fMRI neurofeedback and overt social interaction 

during scanning, and we conclude that the evidence of causal involvement is somewhat mixed.  

We highlight the potential role of the thalamus and striatum in ASD and emphasize the need for 

studies that directly compare scanning during multiple cognitive states in addition to the 

resting-state. 
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Introduction 

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a heterogeneous, neurodevelopmental condition 

characterized by social and communication impairments, restricted interests and repetitive 

behaviors.  Neuroanatomical and physiological studies of the brain bases of ASD suggest that 

the pathology is not restricted to one region or system but is spatially diffuse, affecting regions 

in temporal, parietal, and frontal cortex (e.g. Anderson et al., 2011; Cheng et al., 2015; Di 

Martino et al., 2014; Gotts et al., 2012; Hadjikhani et al., 2006; Raznahan et al., 2010; Scheel et 

al., 2011; Wallace et al., 2010; 2015).  Accordingly, the field has focused on the idea that ASD is 

the result of altered functional/physiological interactions, referred to as "functional 

connectivity", among diffuse brain regions (e.g. Belmonte et al., 2004; Castelli et al., 2002; Just 

et al., 2004).  The past decade or so of research on the patterns of altered functional 

connectivity in ASD has documented a pattern of findings with replication, particularly for those 

demographic subgroups with the most study coverage, namely high-functioning (i.e. high IQ) 

adolescent and young adult males in the age ranges of 12 to 30 (for recent reviews, see Mash et 

al., 2018; Picci et al., 2016).  However, much less effort has focused on whether these altered 

patterns are causally involved in producing the behavioral phenotype of ASD or whether they 

are merely correlational.  In the current review, we first provide an overview of the main 

theoretical perspectives on connectivity in ASD, and we then review the relevant evidence from 

resting-state functional connectivity fMRI.  We focus the subsequent discussion of causality 

around two recent studies from our lab that have attempted to manipulate the patterns of 

functional connectivity, one by neurofeedback (Ramot et al., 2017) and one by altering the task 

state (Jasmin et al., 2018). 
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Theoretical models of connectivity in ASD 

Most of the initial functional connectivity studies of ASD were conducted not in resting-state 

scans but in the context of particular tasks (although see Horowitz et al., 1988, for a very early 

resting-state PET study).  For example, in one of the first functional connectivity studies, Castelli 

et al. (2002) presented 10 ASD and 10 control participants with animated sequences of social 

situations using abstract shapes (triangles) while scanning with PET.  They found that during 

sequences that elicited mentalizing about intentions, ASD participants gave less accurate 

descriptions of the events and exhibited reduced activity in medial prefrontal cortex, superior 

temporal sulcus (STS), temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) and the temporal poles.  They further 

found that extrastriate cortex (active during viewing the animations) had reduced functional 

connectivity with posterior aspects of the STS near the TPJ (see also Weisberg et al., 2014).  Just 

et al. (2004), in another seminal study, presented written sentences to 17 ASD and 17 control 

participants and evaluated comprehension performance using probe questions (identifying the 

agent or recipient of an action) during fMRI.  They found increased activity in the left superior 

temporal gyrus (STG) and reduced activity in the left lateral frontal cortex in ASD relative to 

controls, along with reduced functional connectivity between these regions and a variety of 

other areas.  Just et al. (2004) then proposed that ASD is characterized by pervasive functional 

underconnectivity among cortical regions, particularly those requiring large-scale coordination 

with other regions.  They further speculated that this underconnectivity was due to white 

matter abnormalities in ASD. 
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 In the same year, Belmonte et al. (2004) proposed an influential related idea, that 

perhaps brain regions in ASD have an over-abundance of local excitatory synaptic connections 

(following Rubenstein & Merzenich, 2003).  They argued that this would produce an altered 

excitatory/inhibitory (E/I) balance in local cortical information processing, first leading to poor 

local neural selectivity that, in turn, over the course of development would lead to the longer-

range hypo-connectivity observed by Just et al. (2004) among distal brain regions.  Similar 

theories of locally altered E/I balance in ASD have since been proposed by Markram et al. (2007) 

and Vattikuti and Chow (2010).  These ideas excited the field and led to dozens of studies 

examining the patterns of altered functional connectivity in ASD for both local and long-range 

interactions, first in the context of smaller-scale task-based fMRI studies (usually with fewer 

than 20 participants per group) and later in much larger resting-state studies (ranging from 30 

to 500 participants per group) (see Hull et al., 2017; Picci et al., 2016).  In the next section, we 

briefly review this evidence and show that while these studies have provided support for the 

idea that functional connectivity is altered in ASD, the precise patterns of altered functional 

connectivity have not been well anticipated by any of the popular theories. 

 

Resting-state functional connectivity findings 

As mentioned above, the first functional connectivity studies in ASD were task-based, with 

researchers planning more traditional task-based fMRI acquisitions which were then re-

purposed as functional connectivity studies.  Most of these studies used relatively simple 

analyses with Pearson correlation after first attempting to regress the average evoked 

responses out of the data that were due to the task (see Jones et al., 2010, for discussion).  
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Perhaps not surprisingly, the small sample sizes typically employed in such studies along with 

the wide range of tasks employed led to inconsistent results (reviewed in Müller et al., 2011; 

Picci et al., 2016).  While the intent of the task regression during preprocessing was to remove 

the influences of task on functional connectivity, this was unlikely to have been successful: 

removing the trial-averaged task response still preserves all of the trial-to-trial variability in the 

fMRI time series, with much of the observed patterns still likely due to the task modulation of 

brain activity.  Accordingly, studies that employed language-related tasks might observe group 

differences in the language-related brain regions that are engaged by the task (as in the Just et 

al., 2004, study), and studies that employed a simple motor coordination task such as finger 

tapping might instead observe group differences in motor-related regions such as primary 

motor cortex, supplementary motor cortex and the cerebellum (as in a study by Mostofsky et 

al., 2009).  Between 2005 and 2010, interest in resting-state fMRI exploded (see Fox and Raichle, 

2007, for a contemporary review), and these studies soon came to dominate the ASD functional 

connectivity literature.  Resting-state fMRI, in which participants are instructed to lie still and 

relax -- either with eyes closed or maintaining fixation on a central cross -- became a preferred 

method for examining brain dynamics in clinical studies, partly because the studies were easy 

and fast to administer and partly because they didn't require complex task competencies that 

precluded study of certain participant groups (e.g. infants and patients with severe behavioral 

impairments).  The switch to resting-state fMRI had the added advantage that the sampled 

cognitive states were more similar across studies, which yielded a notable improvement in the 

repeatability of results. 
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 The first resting-state fMRI studies of ASD were "seed-based", with the a priori choosing 

of a small number of regions of interest (ROIs), such as the posterior cingulate seed used to 

identify the "default-mode" network (e.g. Fox et al., 2005; Monk et al., 2009).  Researchers 

would calculate the average time series within a seed ROI for each participant, which would 

then be correlated across time points during the rest scan in each voxel of the brain, yielding a 

whole-brain correlation map relative to the seed.  Group differences could then be evaluated as 

relatively simple two-sample t-tests in each voxel.  In this way, clusters of voxels that differed in 

functional connectivity with the seed ROI between ASD and control participants could be 

identified.  Across a set of early studies (e.g. Assaf et al., 2010; Kennedy & Courchesne, 2008; 

Monk et al., 2009; Weng et al., 2010), ASD participants were found to have reduced functional 

connectivity among regions of the default-mode network, including the posterior cingulate, 

medial prefrontal cortex, and the parahippocampal gyrus.  Several of these studies presented 

simultaneous evidence that these disrupted functional connections also predicted the severity 

of social symptoms in the ASD participants (e.g. Assaf et al., 2010; Monk et al., 2009; Weng et 

al., 2010).  However, while these studies found qualitatively similar alterations within the 

default-mode network, none of the studies had identical results and all had fewer than 20 

participants in each group.  Indeed, Di Martino and colleagues (Di Martino et al., 2011) reported 

qualitatively different effects between the basal ganglia/striatum and sites in the cortex in 20 

ASD and 20 control participants, with increased functional connectivity in ASD.  These early 

studies were also conducted prior to awareness of the impact of head motion and other 

artifacts on functional connectivity measures (e.g. Power et al., 2012, 2014; Satterthwaite et al., 

2012, 2013; Van Dijk et al., 2012; see Power et al., 2015, for review). 
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 Later studies employed progressively larger sample sizes, matched groups on variables 

such as head motion, and conducted much wider-scale investigations over all possible 

combinations of brain regions.  The first of these whole-brain studies was conducted by 

Anderson et al. (2011), examining functional connectivity differences between 40 ASD and 40 

control participants (age range 12-42) at 7266 ROIs sampled over the entire gray matter volume.  

Using random permutation testing to control for whole-brain comparisons, they found 

decreased long-range functional connectivity involving the medial prefrontal, posterior 

cingulate, STS, intraparietal, ventral temporal and insular cortices.  Our group then published a 

voxelwise, whole-brain analysis of functional connectivity differences in 31 ASD and 29 control 

participants (Gotts et al., 2012).  The analysis proceeded in two stages, first identifying 

voxels/regions with differences in the average functional connectivity with the rest of the brain 

(termed "connectedness" and similar to degree centrality in graph theory), and then further 

probing connectivity differences using these regions as seeds to the rest of the brain.  Like 

Anderson et al. (2011), we also observed solely decreased functional connectivity in ASD 

involving brain regions that had previously been associated with aspects of social processing: 

ventromedial prefrontal cortex, bilateral STS/STG, anterior temporal cortex, fusiform gyrus, 

amygdala, anterior hippocampus, left inferior frontal gyrus and anterior insula, left temporo-

parietal cortex, as well as parahippocampal gyrus, intraparietal sulcus and occipital regions.  

Interestingly, these regions were found to organize into three clusters corresponding to limbic-

related regions that were associated with more affective aspects of social processing, language 

related regions, and visuomotor regions, with the most pronounced differences observed 

between the limbic-related regions and the other two clusters.  When examining the severity of 
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social symptoms in the ASD group using the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS; Constantino, 

2002), we found that these same connections were the ones that related to the patients' social 

deficits.  Importantly, when groups were quantitatively matched for motion through selective 

removal of high motion frames, all of these results remained unchanged.  The decoupling of 

subgroups of regions within the full set of regions associated with aspects of social processing 

suggested a basic break-up of dynamics within the "social brain" in ASD (for further discussion, 

see Adolphs, 2009; Blakemore, 2008; Frith & Frith, 2007; Mitchell, 2009; Olson et al., 2007).  

Shortly thereafter, a separate study using a completely different statistical approach (ICA) 

published a similar fractionation of functional connectivity among social brain regions in ASD 

(von dem Hagen et al., 2013). 

 While these studies had around twice the sample sizes of previous studies, they were 

still potentially underpowered and had variation in findings from study to study, although 

showing common decreases in long-range functional connectivity involving medial prefrontal 

cortex, STS, left inferior frontal gyrus, somatosensory cortex, and ventral temporal brain regions.  

Large multi-site data-sharing initiatives, such as the ABIDE database (Di Martino et al., 2014), 

had a large impact on this picture.  ABIDE pooled together data from many sites and allowed 

researchers to examine differences with sample sizes of several hundred participants per group.  

The original ABIDE paper itself (Di Martino et al., 2014) reported results from 112 ROIs in 360 

ASD and 403 control participants.  They found predominantly decreased functional connectivity 

in ASD among cortico-cortical connections but increases between thalamus/striatum and cortex, 

particularly with sensorimotor and parietal regions (see also Cerliani et al., 2015).  Cheng et al. 

(2015) further analyzed a larger subset of these data (418 ASD and 509 motion-matched 
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controls from 16 sites), examining all possible voxelwise combinations for functional 

connectivity differences and correcting for multiple comparisons with False Discovery Rate 

(FDR).  They also included covariates to model nuisance variables such as mean Framewise 

Displacement (a measure of transient head motion, Power et al., 2012) and scanning site, and 

they included a replication analysis across two independent subsets of the data.  Cheng et al. 

(2015) observed decreased long-range functional connectivity in ASD involving medial 

prefrontal, posterior cingulate, bilateral STS/MTG, and bilateral sensorimotor cortices, along 

with increased functional connectivity between the medial thalamus and the right SMA, left STS 

and superior frontal gyrus (see Figure 1A).  A re-analysis of our own data with approximately 

twice the original sample sizes and age- and motion-matched groups (56 ASD, 62 control; see 

Figure 1 in Ramot et al., 2017) provides yet another replication of this overall pattern, with 

particularly strong decreases involving bilateral STS and somatosensory cortex, as well as 

increased functional connectivity between thalamus/striatum and these same regions of cortex 

(Figure 1B; see Gotts et al., 2017, for further discussion).  This correspondence holds true 

despite differences in data preprocessing and overall analysis approaches (see Gotts et al., 2013; 

Saad et al., 2013; for further discussion).  It is also worth noting that this overall pattern does 

not depart qualitatively from many of the earlier resting-state functional connectivity studies 

that were conducted with smaller sample sizes and without rigorous control of factors such as 

motion (e.g. Di Martino et al., 2011; Kennedy & Courchesne, 2008; Mizuno et al., 2006; Weng et 

al., 2010).  This is not to say, though, that numerous discrepant reports haven't also been 

published (see Hull et al., 2017, for review).  Cortico-cortical "overconnectivity" in ASD has been 

reported using a variety of individual seed locations (although often outside the set of "social" 
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brain regions discussed above), with sample sizes ranging from 15 to 50 (e.g. Alaerts et al., 2014; 

Chien et al., 2015; Fishman et al., 2014; 2015; Nebel et al., 2014a, 2014b; Redcay et al., 2013).  

The larger-sample studies (several hundred participants in each group) conducting whole brain 

searches often require more stringent statistical thresholding, which may have led to some 

Type II statistical errors (failing to detect an effect when it should be detected), potentially 

permitting some of these discrepancies.  However, the apparent conflict with much larger-

sample studies with higher statistical power suggests that these discrepant reports should 

certainly be re-examined with efforts at establishing replication.   

 The consistent pattern of altered functional connectivity in adolescent and adult ASD 

males discussed above has some similarities with the Just et al. (2004) proposal in that cortico-

cortical alterations are often decreases.  However, Just et al. (2004) (and the E/I balance 

theories of Belmonte et al., 2004; Markram et al., 2007; Vattikuti & Chow, 2010) failed to 

anticipate that these changes would follow a basic systems neuroscience distinction between 

"social" and "non-social" regions (see Gotts et al., 2012, for further discussion).  Similarly, none 

of these theories foresaw a shift from cortico-cortical functional connectivity to subcortico-

cortical in ASD (although see a very early empirical observation in Mizuno et al., 2006).  

Attempts to find the inverse relationship between local and long-range functional connectivity 

predicted by Belmonte et al. (2004) have also failed to observe such a pattern (e.g. Di Martino 

et al., 2014; Gotts et al., 2013; Maximo et al., 2013; see Picci et al., 2016, for review).  All of this 

suggests that a new understanding of the ASD phenotype may want to ground proposals in 

consistent and replicated systems-level neuroscience results. 
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Altered ASD resting-state dynamics: Correlation versus causation 

The documented agreement between group differences in functional connectivity and 

correlations with symptoms within the ASD group (e.g. Gotts et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2015) 

suggests that the changes in functional connectivity are at least correlated with core aspects of 

the ASD phenotype.  Recent magnetoencephalography (MEG) findings performing a similar 

data-driven analysis to the centrality-based approach of Gotts et al. (2012) have further 

established that decreased functional connectivity among social brain regions such as medial 

prefrontal, STS and ventral anterior temporal cortices is present in more rapid 

electrophysiological activity (alpha-band phase-locking), indicating that this pattern is not an 

artifact of BOLD fMRI measurement (Ghuman et al., 2017).  However, it remains possible that 

the altered dynamics, perhaps in part or in total, are a result rather than a cause of the 

underlying behavioral disorder in ASD.   

 Recently, we have set out to examine this issue in two different ways.  In the first, we 

have attempted to manipulate the aberrant pattern of functional connectivity in ASD to make it 

more like the control pattern, observing whether the behavioral impairment is also remedied 

(Ramot et al., 2017).  In the other, we have manipulated task state by engaging ASD and control 

participants in a demanding or less-demanding social task, comparing the patterns of task-

based functional connectivity with that observed in resting-state data (Jasmin et al., 2018).  

Below, we discuss these studies and their implications for our understanding of the role of 

altered resting-state functional connectivity in producing the behavioral phenotype of ASD. 

 

fMRI Neurofeedback to change ASD functional connectivity 
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There is growing interest in the online use of non-invasive brain measures to study and treat 

various clinical disorders, techniques referred to here as "neurofeedback".  Previous studies 

have examined neurofeedback in a variety of sensory and motor domains (e.g. Birbaumer et al., 

2006; Hui et al., 2014; Cohen et al., 2014), for cortical plasticity and attention (e.g. Bagdasaryan 

et al., 2013; deBettencourt et al., 2015; Robineau et al., 2014; Scharnowski et al., 2012; Seitz, 

2013), and for the treatment chronic pain, depression, and mood control (e.g. deCharms et al., 

2005; Grone et al., 2015; Lawrence et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2014).  Advances in fMRI hardware 

and timing have recently made fMRI a viable approach to neurofeedback studies, with superior 

spatial resolution to less expensive methods such as EEG (e.g. Weiskopf et al., 2007).  Enhanced 

localization permits the use of not only activity in small patches of neural tissue, but also of 

differential activity patterns in multiple regions (e.g. Koush et al., 2013; Ramot et al., 2016; 

Robineau et al., 2014; Shibata et al., 2011), permitting feedback based on larger network states.  

Participants also appear to be able to use neurofeedback to perform a task without explicit 

instruction (i.e. "covert"; e.g. Scharnowski et al., 2012; Shibata et al., 2011), which can greatly 

enhance the flexibility for therapeutic intervention when no specific explicit strategies are 

known. 

 In Ramot et al. (2017), we used real-time fMRI and covert neurofeedback training in an 

attempt to bring ASD resting-state functional connectivity between the STS and somatosensory 

cortex closer to the level seen in control participants.  We used our previously acquired resting-

state data (56 ASD, 62 age-, motion-, and IQ-matched controls; see Figure 1B) to choose three 

regions for neurofeedback training, two with strongly decreased functional connectivity in ASD 

(one in the left STS, the other in left somatosensory cortex; see Figure 2) and a third region to 
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serve as a control (a region in right parietal cortex with seed-based functional connectivity that 

was relatively uncorrelated with either STS or somatosensory cortex in controls).  Importantly, 

individual variability of the functional connectivity values between left STS and somatosensory 

cortex in ASD was also correlated with the severity of social symptoms as measured by the SRS.  

Seventeen ASD participants participated in the training, which consisted of 4 days of scanning 

sessions.  On each day, two rest runs were acquired first, followed by 4 neurofeedback training 

runs, with another two rest runs at the end (all runs 9 minutes in length).  The first two training 

sessions were conducted on consecutive days, and after a week delay, two more training 

sessions followed (also on consecutive days).   

 For the covert neurofeedback training task itself, participants began with a blank screen.  

They were told that they were trying to solve a puzzle task and were asked to try to reveal the 

picture hidden underneath.  Each moment that the magnitude of the BOLD signal in their left 

STS and somatosensory regions jointly changed in the same direction (either a joint increase or 

decrease, sampled every two seconds), along with a simultaneous opposite change in the 

parietal control region (e.g. if joint increases in STS/somatosensory, a decrease), a piece of the 

hidden picture was revealed.  The use of the parietal control region was essential in order to 

guard against non-selective, global changes in functional connectivity.  The training was 'covert' 

in the sense that participants were not directly informed that it was their brain activity that was 

being used reveal the picture, and they were not provided with any guidance about how to 

solve the puzzle.  Parents filled out behavioral questionnaires before the beginning of training, 

as well as two weeks after the last training session.  An additional follow-up study was also 
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carried out in 15 of the 17 ASD participants to examine how long the training effects lasted, 

with delays ranging from 5 to 56 weeks post-training. 

 We found that, indeed, ASD participants were able to change their functional 

connectivity patterns toward the control pattern through covert neurofeedback over the four 

days of training sessions (see Figure 2).  These changes were also long-lasting, showing little or 

no attenuation with delay between training and the later follow-up session (up to 56 weeks 

later).  Interestingly, there was also a positive correlation between the training-related changes 

in resting-state functional connectivity and the pre- versus post-training changes in the SRS 

behavioral score (rated by the parents), indicating that changes toward the control pattern 

were related to decreases in social symptoms.  However, while the pre- versus post-training 

changes were correlated between brain and behavior, the overall SRS values changed very little 

and still indicated high levels of social impairment (mean SRS post-training total score of 71.6, 

with control scores on this measure typically lower than 40).  While overall, these preliminary 

results are exciting, they suggest that simply training functional connectivity values in ASD to 

match control levels may not fully remediate the behavioral phenotype (although it remains 

possible that our behavioral measure was simply not sensitive to this change).  It appears that 

there are also limits on the modifiability of individual neural connections with this method, as 

ten healthy control participants failed to show consistent changes when the assignment of the 

same regions was altered (training to increase STS-Parietal ROI correlations, with the 

somatosensory ROI used as control region; Ramot et al., 2017; Supplementary Figure 3).  

 

Core versus context-sensitive differences in ASD functional connectivity 
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A different way to probe the causal nature of cortico-cortical resting-state functional 

connectivity decreases in ASD is to manipulate behavioral and neural states through explicit 

task demands.  For example, we can ask ASD participants to engage in the highly demanding 

social task of spontaneous conversation, which requires language comprehension, sensitivity to 

non-verbal aspects of communication such as emotion and prosody, formulation and execution 

of a socially and informationally appropriate response, as well as appropriate turn taking.  

Would functional connectivity in this context still show the same profile of altered functional 

connectivity observed in resting-state?   

 We recently addressed this question in a task-based functional connectivity study with 

19 ASD and 20 age- and IQ-matched control participants (Jasmin et al., 2018).  Each participant 

engaged in three spontaneous conversations with the experimenter during fMRI, two on topics 

related to the participant's interests (e.g. music, games, etc.) and one related to either work or 

school life, depending on the participant's age.  As a task-based control with lower social 

demand, participants also repeated nursery rhymes spoken by the experimenter.  Participants' 

speech during fMRI was transcribed, periods of experimenter versus participant speech were 

marked, and eye movements during the video feed with the experimenter were monitored.  

Differences in functional connectivity patterns were examined between ASD and control 

participants during conversation, as well as during nursery rhyme repetition, and these were 

also examined relative to patterns of differences during rest for our larger set of resting-state 

data (56 ASD, 62 age-, motion-, and IQ-matched controls; shown in Figure 1B). 

 In terms of behaviors measured during conversations and rhyme repetition, ASD and 

control participants did not differ in the number of words uttered, overall durations of speaking 
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versus listening time, number of speaking turns, or number of words per sentence.  Using the 

centrality-based analysis approach of Gotts et al. (2012) discussed earlier, we identified a 

number of social brain regions involved in group differences that did not interact with task 

condition (conversation versus repetition), including the bilateral somatomotor cortex, STS/STG, 

temporal pole, posterior cingulate, right inferior frontal gyrus, as well as thalamus, ventral 

striatum, parahippocampal cortex and the superior frontal gyrus.  However, in marked contrast 

to our resting state data, these differences corresponded to increased rather than decreased 

functional connectivity in ASD, a subset of which also simultaneously showed a correlation with 

social symptoms measured by SRS score (greater functional connectivity corresponded to a 

higher level of social impairment).  We also identified regions involved in functional 

connectivity differences that exhibited a group-by-task-condition interaction (ASD/Control X 

Conversation/Repetition).  These involved the right fusiform gyrus, bilateral STS/STG, 

ventromedial prefrontal cortex, right somatomotor cortex, right inferior frontal gyrus, along 

with striate and extrastriate cortex, with a similar pattern observed for the main effect of Group: 

greater functional connectivity during conversation for ASD participants, with smaller or 

reversed differences during nursery rhyme repetition. 

 The seeming lack of agreement -- or even qualitative reversal -- of both group 

differences and symptom correlations in conversation/repetition relative to the resting state 

led us to quantitatively compare the task-based and resting-state patterns.  This comparison 

verified that, indeed, cortico-cortical increases were unique to the ASD task-based data, 

whereas the cortico-cortical decreases were unique to the ASD resting-state data (i.e., the 

effect on the direction of correlation was context-sensitive).  Importantly, however, both task-
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based and resting-state data had common functional connectivity increases involving 

subcortical regions (thalamus and striatum) and select regions of the cortex (thalamus to 

somatomotor cortex and STS/STG; ventral striatum to parahippocampal gyrus, superior frontal 

gyrus and medial somatomotor regions; see Figure 3).  This led us to suggest that the "core" 

ASD functional connectivity pattern may actually have more to do with the thalamo-cortical and 

striato-cortical increases than with the cortico-cortical decreases observed during rest -- despite 

their simultaneous correlation with social symptoms.   

 

Summary and conclusions 

In the current paper, we have reviewed the resting-state fMRI literature in autism with a focus 

on replicated findings in high-functioning adolescent and adult males.  These studies have 

shown reliable cortico-cortical decreases in functional connectivity involving regions of the 

"social brain", such as STS/STG (anterior and posterior), somatosensory, ventromedial 

prefrontal, left IFG, posterior cingulate, and ventral temporal cortices.  These decreases have 

also shown reliable correlations with the severity of social symptoms (e.g. Cheng et al., 2015; 

Gotts et al., 2012; Ramot et al., 2017).  Simultaneously, increased functional connectivity in ASD 

has been observed between the thalamus and striatum and many of the same social brain 

regions that exhibit cortico-cortical decreases (e.g. Di Martino et al., 2011; 2014; Cerliani et al., 

2015; Cheng et al., 2015).  Despite the agreement of group differences and symptom 

correlations, recent evidence from fMRI neurofeedback and task-based functional connectivity 

in overt conversation (Ramot et al., 2017; Jasmin et al., 2018) suggests the need to carefully 

consider the role of subcortico-cortical connectivity in producing the ASD behavioral phenotype. 
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 The recent results of Jasmin et al. (2018) suggest that the shift from cortico-cortical to 

subcortico-cortical connectivity in ASD may be central to a wider range of task- and behavioral 

states.  Indeed, the widespread nature of inputs and outputs between the cortex, thalamus, 

and striatum may be indicating that ASD is a problem of large-scale cortical gating.  The 

presence of group differences in one condition, such as rest, that are absent in another 

condition administered just a few minutes apart in time, such as overt conversation, certainly 

rules out more simple, anatomical bases to the differences in connectivity, such as axonal 

degradation. 

 Currently, the functional connectivity literature in ASD is still quite focused on resting-

state studies in a variety of domains.  There is some question as to whether the patterns of 

resting-state differences are qualitatively different over development, with a period of 

potential cortico-cortical "overconnectivity" in younger ages (e.g. Supekar et al., 2013; Uddin et 

al., 2013a).  Researchers are also currently exploring the sex-linked nature of ASD, with an 

emergence of comparisons of male and female ASD participants (e.g. Alaerts et al., 2016; Floris 

et al., 2018; Jamison et al., 2017; Lai et al., 2017).  There has been an ongoing interest in the 

potential for "sub-typing" of ASD and other patient groups, as well using machine-learning 

classification models to differentially classify ASD, Schizophrenia, and other disorders relative to 

controls (e.g. Anderson et al., 2011; Drysdale et al., 2017; Feczko et al., 2018; Mastrovito et al., 

2018; Nielsen et al., 2013; Plitt et al., 2015; Uddin et al., 2013b).  In our opinion, these are all 

interesting pursuits.  However, it would also be helpful for future studies to examine a wider 

range of task conditions and mental states than simply focusing on the resting state.  These 

should include task domains of clear impairment in ASD (e.g. social), as well as domains that are 
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relatively spared.  As shown above, perturbing brain dynamics with tasks and interventions can 

teach one a great deal about the relevance or central nature of resting-state patterns.  This will 

be challenging, as it is difficult (and expensive) to acquire larger sample sizes in task-based 

studies such that demonstrations of replication and stability are possible.  However, it may be 

the only pathway to understanding what is causal in producing the phenotype of ASD and what 

is merely correlational. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Resting-state functional connectivity in ASD shows a mixture of cortico-cortical 

decreases and subcortico-cortical increases. (A) Summary of results from Cheng et al. (2015) 

using data from the ABIDE database (418 ASD and 509 matched control participants).  

Decreased functional connectivity in ASD (blue) involved bilateral STS/STG and somatomotor 

cortex, posterior cingulate and ventromedial prefrontal cortex. Increased functional 

connectivity in ASD (red) involved connections between bilateral thalamus and left STS, left 

middle frontal gyrus, and right somatomotor cortex (reproduced from Figure S3, C, in Cheng et 
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al., 2015; permission pending). (B) Resting-state data from our lab published in Ramot et al. 

(2017; see also Gotts et al., 2012) with 56 ASD and 62 matched control participants.  Data 

thresholded at P<.001 (FDR-corrected to q<.003) show decreases in ASD involving bilateral 

STS/STG, somatomotor cortex, left TPJ and left frontal cortex, whereas data thresholded lower 

(P<.05, q<.03) also show increases in ASD from bilateral thalamus and the caudate nucleus to 

most of the cortex exhibiting decreases, replicating pattern seen in Cheng et al. (2015).  

 

Figure 2. fMRI neurofeedback study of Ramot et al. (2017). (A) Study design (see text for further 

description) and location of regions used during training (see also Figure 1B).  Increases in 

correlation in ASD were trained between target 1 (left STS) and target 2 (left somatomotor 

cortex), with decreases between these two regions and a third control region (right parietal) 

(reproduced from Figure 2A and 2B, Ramot et al., 2017; permission pending). (B) The impact of 

neurofeedback training on functional connectivity during the neurofeedback runs among the 

three regions of interest.  The upper left panel shows the functional connectivity between 

targets 1 and 2, the upper right and lower left panels show the relationships between targets 1 

and 2 and the control region, and the lower right panel shows the impact of training on a 

composite measure involving all relationships.  The correlation between targets 1 and 2 and the 

composite measure show increases in functional connectivity across the four sessions, as well 

as sustained improvement lasting through the follow-up session (ranging from 5-56 weeks post-

training) (reproduced from Figure 3, Ramot et al., 2017; permission pending). 
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Figure 3.  Summary figure of results from Jasmin et al. (2018).  Regions showing increased 

functional connectivity in ASD during conversation and nursery rhyme repetition are shown in 

red.  Regions showing decreased functional connectivity in ASD during rest (from the Ramot et 

al., 2017, data; see also Figure 1B) are shown in blue.  The thalamus and ventral striatum 

(shown in green) exhibited increased functional connectivity in ASD to cortex in both contexts, 

suggesting that these relationships may be invariant to behavioral state and core to the 

condition of ASD. 

 

 

 

 


